
Conference Management for LCPs & OCPs



Where are we? 

STEP 1: Timeline
STEP 2: Hiring & Managing an OC
STEP 3: Crash Course on Budget & Venues
STEP 4: Crash Course on Sponsorship



Think of conferences as another function!

YOU KNOW AT NPMs WHEN WE 
DO THAT THING WHERE YOU 
LEARN WHAT TO TRACK FOR 
EACH FUNCTION IN THE LC?



budgets & finance?
WHAT ARE THE NEED-TO-KNOWS FOR



Question 1: What does an OC’s Budget comprise of? 

REVENUES

❏ Sponsorship Revenues
❏ Delegate Fee Revenues

Not All Conferences
❏ $5,000 MC Contribution for 

National Conferences Only
❏ Alumni Donations
❏ Night Event Ticket Sales
❏ Merchandise Sales

EXPENSES

VARIABLE WITH DELEGATE ATTENDANCE
❏ Hotel Sleeping Room & Food and 

Beverage Costs

FIXED IN SPITE OF DELEGATE ATTENDANCE
❏ A/V Costs
❏ Supplies Costs
❏ Minimum Mandated Chair Transportation 

Cost
❏ Night Event Expenses
❏ Contingency (5% of Total Expenses)



Question 2: How do we regulate what the delegate fees are, what happens if we go into a 
profit or a loss, and how to do budget reviews? 

CLICK HERE FOR CONFERENCE FINANCIAL POLICY

SCENARIO REGIONAL CONFERENCE NATIONAL CONFERENCE

Loss > $2,000 100% of loss goes to LC. First $2,000 goes to LC, remaining loss is split 50/50 between LC and MC.

Loss < $2,000 100% of loss goes to LC. 100% of loss goes to LC.

Profit > $2,000 100% profit goes to LC. First $2,000 goes to LC. 20% of remaining profit goes to Regional Funds. The 
remaining 80% is split amongst LC and MC dependent on proportion raised 
by each party. 

Profit < $2,000 100% profit goes to LC. 100% profit goes to LC.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_8NPiDRETg_Qi1RZGVKWEExZjg/view?usp=sharing


Question 3: How do I know what the approximate budget should be of the conference I 
am hosting? 

CLICK HERE FOR CLOSING REPORTS 
OF PREVIOUS REGIONAL & 
NATIONAL CONFERENCES.

Will also include previous venue information and tips for 
which items to get in-kind. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-nhsAE0EGUYOVBTMXd4SWhTbmc


Question 4: What are the key know-hows of managing the budget? 

RE: VENUES

● Schedule your LCVP F to 
coordinate with the OCVP 
F for deposit deadlines 
imposed  by the contract.

● Make sure that your OC 
understands that a venue 
downtown does not improve 
delegate experience - it just 
damages your budget. 

RE: PREVENTING DEBT

● Key things to cut/negotiate in 
order of first choice to last choice 

1. A/V (get it in-kind)
2. Room Rental (get a rebate)
3. Supplies (get in-kind)
4. Cut Meals (can have a huge impact)
5. Chair Flight (get a closer chair)
6. Negotiate food and sleeping room 

prices (highly unlikely to decrease)

RE: DOING A BUDGET

CLICK HERE FOR THE 
ONE AND ONLY 

TEMPLATE THAT 
THE OC SHOULD USE 

FOR MAKING 
BUDGETS

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0ByYs8FMFy0EXRDk1U3ZpTlloYzg


all in all, a good OCVP Finance will... 

❏ Complete 3 budget scenarios - best, worst, mid case 

❏ Hopefully be that voice of reason that convinces your OC that a venue 
downtown is not necessary nor viable

❏ Give a monthly snapshot of projected loss/profit of the conference and 
describe the implications based on the Financial Policy

❏ Push OC team to re-negotiate items and search for in-kind sponsorship in 
order of priority

❏ Work with LCVP Finance to schedule all deposits required by the hotel 
and ensure cash flow of sponsorship or other revenues aligns



venues?
WHAT ARE THE NEED-TO-KNOWS FOR



Question 1: What is a good contract versus a bad contract? 

● GOOD ATTRITION: Contracts impose a max amount of meals that 
can be cut from the budget and a minimum number of delegates 
required to attend to meet minimum revenue. Good attrition rate is 
70% or less. 

● GOOD FOOD PRICES: Meals should be $7-$12-$20 ($39 per 
person per day) - if it is near this rate, it cannot be negotiated down.

● SLEEPING ROOMS: should be $112 or less - if it’s any higher, then 
room rental should be free.

● ROOM RENTAL: Should be free if rooms are more than $112; should 
be $100-$150 if room rental is charged. 



Question 2: Should I or Should I Not use Conference Direct? 

PROS CONS

Conference Direct is able to secure staff rates, 
delegate room rates, discounts on additional person 
fees, food and beverage rates, and rebates from 
Tourism Centers.

Conference Direct gets 10% commission from 
contract. There is possibility that a contract could be 
lower without commission, but with sub-regionals 
driven by LCs we’eve never seen lower rates. 

Conference Direct already knows the specifications 
of all the conferences and will be able to complete 
negotiations faster than the NST Conference 
Manager, MC Conference Manager, or OC doing it.

Communication with Conference Direct + the Hotel + 
the MC CM + the OCVP Logistics can get a bit 
confusing closer to the time that the conference 
starts. 

Recommendation: go with Conference Direct, unless you have a prior relationship with a venue 
and you are confident that you know which incentives and rebates you can apply for within the 

city and how to procure the same staff rates/food rates. 



Question 3: What is the OC’s role during and after the MC/NST is done helping 
negotiate the contract? 

1. Take all precautions in reviewing the contract to ensure it aligns 
with the OC’s specifications. Have LCP, LCVP F, and BoA review the 
contract if they are not confident enough in interpreting it. 

2. Meet deposit deadlines.

3. Meet rooming list deadlines.

4. Coordinate banquet event orders closer to the time of the event.



all in all, a smooth contract 
negotiation process means: 

❏ Food and Beverage is $7-$12-$20 or in that range

❏ Sleeping rooms are $112 or less with $100-$150 per room rental OR 
there is 0 charge in room rental and a more expensive sleeping room rate

❏ Attrition rate  is 70% and minimum spending  does not exceed food and 
beverage prices x delegate projection

❏ MC, OC, and Conference Direct work together to approach an old venue 
AND/OR a venue that can offer some kind of rebates/incentives

❏ The OC understands FInance and Logistics’ roles in meeting deposit 
deadlines, rooming list deadlines, and arranging banquet event orders 
closer to the time of the event



Generations of inspired AIESECers who met at the 
conference YOUR LC hosted will thank you later!


